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is an ant colony management game in a dynamic real-time strategy style. Game with two local game worlds and new multiplayer! The Crimson Idol is an atmospheric
quake adventure RPG set in a fantasy world. Under your leadership will be a group of four warriors with special magical abilities. The goal of the game is to help the

kingdom of Corrane survive and protect it from the terrible demon prince who is wreaking havoc and destruction! Descent: Last Light is an amazing adventure game that
combines elements of action, puzzle and open world. Back in the time of the cavemen, they learned to build castles from hard rocks, which then served as a refuge for the
powerful ancestors of our heroes. These structures were destroyed by time, but now they have become a real real city, where all the inhabitants of the ancient world can
fit. They are all heroes, but not everyone believes in goodness. The whole world is in danger, they decided to destroy us. Those on the other side have decided to use you
and your technique to fight one of the most powerful enemies! Dynamics and atmosphere will not leave you indifferent. Traps will be waiting for you on the way, and
your comrades will protect you! The path of the warrior hero is always open to those who are ready to fight, no matter what. But for those girls who have neither the

finances nor the experience for this, but only the desire to be in the spotlight, the doors of a martial arts school in one of the remote corners of the planet are always open
for them. FPS Generation: Anniversary is not an epic slasher like you might think from the title, but it is a fun adventure shooter. The game takes place in a post-

apocalyptic world, where the survivors gradually become separate clans, each of which has its own dreams and hopes for a brighter future. An epic game about managing
troops in a post-nuclear world that was not a very safe place to move in the old days, and now even more so. You will command a squad of survivors who are actively

looking for any resources and trying to survive in this bloody and dangerous world. Cowboy Bebop: Black Swan is an anime-style role-playing game set in a world divided
into several parts. The player will have to control a character named Rey, who used to be a ninja and participated in some wars to prevent explosions.
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